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Care work and care
jobs for the future of
decent works
The publication is an
important contribution to
the ILO’s women at work
centenary initiative and
to the process that the
ILO is undertaking to
guide its work for social
justice as it advances into
its second centenary.
The women at work
centenary initiative
began by examining why progress in closing the gender
gaps in the world of work had been so slow and what
needed to be done for real transformation. The data,
research, analysis and surveys all led back to care work..
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---dgreports/--dcomm/---publ/documents/publication/wcms_633135.pdf
Publisher: ILO-Geneva

The impact of HIV
and AIDS on the
world of work:
Global estimates
The report provides
snapshots at five-year
intervals of HIV
prevalence, deaths,
and full and partial
inability to work for
the male and female
labour force by
country, for various
groups of countries
and globally. It also gives estimates for other key
economic and social impacts (lost earnings, additional
care work, child labour and impact on children’s
education).
https://www.ilo.org/global/publications/books/WCMS_63
0166/lang--en/index.htm
Publisher: ILO-Geneva

Building trust in a
changing world of work:
The global deal for
decent work and
inclusive growth
flagship report 2018
The report provides an
international portrait of
the foundations, trends
and challenges
connected to social
dialogue and sound
industrial relations. It
aims to demonstrate the
potential effects of social dialogue and highlights the Global
Deal partnership as a vehicle for accelerating change and
as a tool for delivering on the SDGs.
https://www.ilo.org/global/publications/books/WCMS_62976
4/lang--en/index.htm
Publishers: ILO-Geneva, Global Deal and Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD)

Working anytime,
anywhere: The effects
on the world of work
The report differentiates between
different places of
work and levels of
frequency, grouping
workers in relation to
both the place of
work (home, office
and other locations)
and the intensity
or frequency of
working with ICT from outside the employer’s premises.
https://www.ilo.org/global/publications/books/WCMS_544
138/lang--en/index.htm
Publishers: ILO-Geneva and European Foundation for the
Improvement of Living and Working
Conditions
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Trade costs, time, and
supply chain reliability
The paper uses measures
of international transport
time in median and
standard deviation based
on shipment-level data
from the Universal Postal
Union, to analyze the
effect of time on trade
costs. The results show that
median shipping times
increase trade costs by a
substantial amount. The
determinants of shipping
times are also analyzed and find that geographical
distance is the most reliable indicator of median time and
uncertainty, with logistics performance also playing a role
in determining shipment times.
https://www.adb.org/publications/trade-costs-timesupply-chain-reliability
Publisher: Asian Development Bank (ADB)

Closing the financing
gap in Asian
infrastructure
Infrastructure investment
in Asia, both in economic
and social infrastructure,
faces a massive
financing gap despite
the region’s high savings.
The cause of this gap is
a capital flow paradox
in which Asia’s outflow
of portfolio funds far
exceeds the inflow. To
change this, three areas must be improved: innovative
measures to mitigate constraints, preparation of bankable projects, and mitigation of risks. The study provides
an overview of key issues in filling infrastructure financing
gaps in Asia, and presents examples from actual investment projects to illustrate latest developments addressing
some fundamental constraints.
https://www.adb.org/publications/closing-financing-gapasian-infrastructure
Publisher: Asian Development Bank (ADB)
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